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Efficacy Of Recruitment Program·· QueStion9;;d
by Stephen Kunath
Managing Editor

Ms. Wagner, Xavier '73, the only member
of the Recruiting Department. present at
the Forum; announced that she was
pre'sent mainly to answer questions and to
explain some of the procedures ofthe Recruiting Department.

On Wednesday, February 20,· the Breen
Lodge Women's Education and Resource
Center sponsored a Danforth Forum.of Recruiting Policy at Xavier University.
·
With the beginning of open discussion,
In light of Xavier's continuing drop in the difficulties of recruiting women stuundergraduate enrollment, the two and. dents were explained. Burke enumerated a
.one-half hour question-and-answer session lack of counselling and long-range planserved notice to the Xavier community that ning for women, the general feeling of not
the thirty to forty per cent decline reported being wanted on campus, the lack of childin this year's applications is not being care program, and the dearth qf women's
taken lightly. The panel was composed of sports program, both intramural and interMs. Louise Burke of the History De- collegiate. Barbara Belbot, Xavier '74, compartment, .Dr. Peter Carusone, Chairman mented that she herself would find it very
of the Marketing Department, James Ke- hard to recommend Xavier to other women
lly, Assistant Director of Admissions, Dr. because of this feeling of not being wanted.
· Kenneth Scheurer from the Education Department, and Ms. Rhonda ·Wagner from
Burke then said that Fr; Edwara
the REcruiting Department.
O'Brien, director of recru.iting, would not
In her opening remarks, Ms: Burke indi- allow anyone except his own recruiters to
cated that her primary concern was for help ori. the recruiting program. (The News
married women who were forced to leave learned, however, that Fr. O'Brien does inschool due to the exigencies of childbirth. deed accept help from students and facBurke claimed that there are a number of ulty.) But both Scheurer and Wagner
women in this situation who would like to pointed out that the recruiters must always ·
ret.urn to Xavier, but who could not be- work in conjuction with the counsellors of
cause Xavier has no child-care program.
the individual schools. This seems to limit
Dr. Cimisone commented that bi's back- the effectiveness of Xavier recruiters. Later
ground in Marketing leads him to consider in the discussion, Jim Kelly said that it
recruiting as a type of selling. He sug- has been his experience that a rapport can
gested that the proper approach to· re- be developed between recruiters and councruiting would be to discover the needs and selors over a period of years which could
wants of a prospective applicant and to in- easily-lead to a more effect.ive relationship.
form these applicants how Xavier might
. Dr. Anderson expressed the feelings of
meet these needs.
many of those present when he proposed
Dr. Scheurer said that a drop in en- that Xavier develop a sort of unified team
rollment usually leads to a drop in the for recruiting. This team would include all
, quality of education that can be offered. He segments of the Xavier Community, stuadded that any time a teacher has to worry dents, faculty; administrators, and alumni.·
about his employment future, his per- It was felt that, at this time, the Xavier reforma nce almost necessarily will be ·cruiting department does not boast· such a
affected.
unity. Perhaps a step in the right direction.
·was taken in the last issue of the
Communique, when all alumni were asked
11
to submit the names of any high school
students who might be interested in atten~
ding Xavier.

Comm ;t tee Keeps
S emester B rea k
On February 19th the Calendar Committee of Xavier University voted animously

to keep the·traditional, mid-year semester
break •..,..kdverse psychological' a(feets''.°Qii
. the ·'.~S.~~~~~t body as well · as .· insurmountable paper work in the registrar's
office were cited as the main reasons for
not discontinuing the tradition. The cominittee is _romposed of Dr. Milton Partridge,
Dean of Summer Sessions, Rev. Lee Ben. nish, s.J:~-Dr. Thomas B. Hanna of the Education Department, Mike Wendling, As·
sistant Regristrar, and Tom Zeno, STudeht
Body· ~sident.

This discussion of Xavier University's
recruiting policies promises to be only the
fiu1t:ufa series.of such.discussfons. Last
· 'Monday; Ji'ebruary 25, the University SEnate, also ·dealt with the problem of recruiting. In point of fact, there is no possibility of Xavier's survival as a institution
of higher education if the downward spiral
of enrollment is not halted and revers~. ·
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On Lent: ''Giving Up" or "'Giving In"?
Today; Ash Wednesday, marks the beginning of the season of Lent. Many of us think
back to black smudged foreheads, stations of the cross, fast and abstinence (which was
which?), and the mild tortures of "glving up" candy, TV, or desserts~ Some of us went to
Ma11s·more often or.tried"to be niCer to people." ·
··· ·
Nowadays, it is not just at Lent, but especially during Lent when we can devote extra
time and effort to the original understanding of Lent. It is a time to consider where God is
in our daily lives, what He is.always trYing to tell each of us about His love, and how we
have set up barriers to His call.· We can take a look at ourselves and our way of being
with people to see where God wants us to give in to Him, to trust Him; and to change our
hearts and our lives.

UFW Lettuce Supply Is Scarce;
XU Continues To Support Boycott
by William Arnold·
Editor-in-Chief
The issue of Xavier University's support
of the United Farm Workers Lettuce Boycott arose again last week when it was
learned that the Xavier Cafeteria was serving salad cont~ining non-UFW lettuce.

Mr. "Dale Henry, Director of Shamrock
Food Services, immediately ordered that
the salads containing non-UFW lettuce be
removed from the salad bar in the Cafeteria. Mr. Henry told the News that he
was unaware that non-UFW lettuce had
been purchased by the University until it
was brought to this attention.
This latest action followed a regular inspection of the cafeteria lettuce by Student
Body President Tom Zeno. Acting with the
support of the Stu.dent Senate, Zeno had

Roots of Peace
To Exhibit Here

The White Roots of Peace, a North American Il\dian Communications Group, will
be on campus for two· days, Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 5 and 6. The group has
traveled extensively throughout the United
'if..a~~."'~'0-1.i;! STates and Canada, discussing the con<§"'"~ ~ . temporary native American situation in an
ef(ort to foster understanding of their
position.
Eleven members will be visiting Xavier
,;; presenting .a variety of programming, inReluding an informal reception with Indian
· dancing, a craft exhibit, classroom visits,
and seminars. A tepee will be set up on the
University Mall and a Wounded Knee
photo exhibit will be in the University
." . .
New• photO ~ P. s.y,..
Mike ~lu_.kett leaps hish to 11COre Center.
The White Roots are being sponsored by
asainst the University of Cincinnati at
the Cincinnati Gardens. Xavier lost to the Student Government Speaker's
Committee.
Cinclnn11ti. ~-se.

·
been told by Mr. Henry that he could check Workers Boycott is a significant issue that
to guarantee the type o~ le~tuce purchased the University should address itself to." He
by Shamrock Food Services. Zeno reported further cited that the United.States Counto Mr. Henry last Thursday that Teamster cil of Catholic Bishops, the Jesuit ProvinUnion lettuce was being served in the Caf- cial of the Chicago Province, and Arche~ria. That same night, the. tossed salads
bishop Joseph Bernadine Of Cincinnati
disappeared from the cafetena menu.
have announced their support for the boy.Mr. Henry told the News that he has cott of non-UFW lettuce, and have required
been purchasing only United Farm Work- Catholic organizations and institutions to
ers lettuce under a directive issued by the do likewise.
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., to support
Mr. Dale Henry said that he had inthe boycott of all non-UFW California ice- structed all cafeteria personnel in shipping
berg head lettuce.. Shamrock Food, as a and receiving to accept no lettuce not
management company for the University, clearly marked as United Farm Workers
is obliged to carry out the directive issued lettuce.
by the University.
Henry stated that previously he has had
no trouble in purchasing UFW lettuce lo'cally for r:afeteria use. He said, however,
that local distributors will send non-UFW
lettuce to the University under the assumption that no one would know the difference.
He further stated that his attempts to
purchase UFW lettuce since last week have
not proved successful. Henry personally
visited local distributing houses in order to
keep tossed salad on the dinner menu.
Mr. Henry believes, however, that it
should be up to the i.ndividual student
whether or not lettuce is .served in the Cafeteria. He stated that the majority of the
students obviously have not been polled
concerning their feelings on the matter.
i
President Tom Zeno, however, believes
that the support given by the Student Sen- ~·.
ate to the United Fann Workers Boycott e~.
must serve as an indicator of student opin- :>~,
on the matter. He also stated that "as
long as the University buys lettuce, it is
taking a stance on the boycott, one way or
the other."
THIS Is "THE MOTHER"
See·pase.2.
Zeno stated that the "United Fann
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ON CAMPUS
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL RELIEF HOSPITAL
The donation campaign for the Children's Medical Relief Hospital in
Saigon is just getting under way. For the past w~k, donation boxes
have been located in the cafeteria, and collections have amounted to
.$2ll.OO. A main donation box is also located at.the University Center
Information Desk; commuters will be c~ntacted during the lunch hours
at the Grill.
Any large donations can be mailed directly to:
Children's Medical Relief International
Box 555 F.D.R. Station
New York, New York 10022
Any students wishing to help or to obtain furiher information are
asked to contact Room #422 Kuhlman Hall as soon as possible.
TENNIS LESSONS FOR WOMEN
Tennis lessons for women will be offered this spring by the In·
tramural Department. The one-hour classes will be held every weekday
afternoon, April 1·5 ·and April 22-26. Kevin Smith, a senior member of
the XU men's tennis team and an experienced instructor, will teach
:.,.
them. The first week's classes will be geared to beginners, the second
Tucker's
Tavern
attendant,
Tom
Walters,
serves
'em
up
at
the.first
gala anniversary of 1'J9~'1~r.
week's to intermediate players. The cost will be only $5.00 for the week,
Tucker's
Tavern.
·
i.e. five lessons. Each class will be limited to about five women, but
additional classes each day may be scheduled if necessary. Anyone
·
interested in signing up for lessons or. obtaining more information may
·contact Cathy Power.a, #318 Husman, phone 3282. The last day for sig·
.
.
,
ning up is Friday, March 15.
·
.
.

b.
A. . •
., . . . . . .
Tue ke r's Ce Ie .rates ·n n Iver sa ry;
.A.......d. E.. •
.
- - - - - - - - - - - - Y e a r of Service·· ·n· .-.nJoym~nt:_·~--Calendar Update
• If your group or organization has any additions 'or corrections to
our calendar please submit the data to the Student Activities Office in
the University Center at the Student Development Complex; or call
Thom Stahl at 745-3201 or Leon Henderson at 745·3204. Thank you.
• NOTE: Student Volunteer Services: On Saturdays - Millvale Tu·
toring Project, 9:30 a.m., Brockman Lobby. Saturday mornings at 6:45
a.m. a car leaves the XU lot for Appalachia. Anyone may come by
signing up on Student Volunteer Office door.
Every Sunday - 1·3:30 p.m. - Longview,· recreation for mentally
handicapped kids. For detailed information call John O'Brien at 7453324.
• Be sure to see the XU PLayers' presentation of"Bus Stop," playing

March 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10. Give your support.

February 27

e Campus Ministry: Cash Rooom, 1:30 p.m. "Consumerism." Panel·
ists: Fr. Savage, Fr. Fleck, and Dr. Carusone.

March 1

e Pied Piper Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.·l a.m. Live Folk music, coffee, tea,
and Mrs. Allison's
cookies. Admission Free - donations never refused.'
.
• Psych Colloquin. Movies: "Drug Thearapy in Psychiatry," "Seizure," "Migrainse". Elet Hall Adutorium, 1:30 p.m.
• XU Players present "Bus Stop," 8 p.m., at the University Center
Theater. XU students admitted free with ID card. Other students - $1,
adults $4. Special group rate of 15 or more 75¢ a person. Tickets on sale'
now. Showings - March 1, 2,-3, 8, 9, 10.
March2
• Another Student Volunteer day for doing good deeds.

March 3
• Another Sunday at·Longview for the Student Volunteers.

March 7
• XU Theater: James Brown, S.J. Broadcasting and Society - Re·
ciprocal Roles and Responsibilities.
·
10 a.rn.: Crime and Violence on TV - and the Audience Response._
1 p.m.: News in a Free Society: Its Impact on the Political Process
in the Watergate Era.
8 p.m.: Broadcasting and Society: Reciprocal Roles and
Responsibilities.

by Mary Henkel
News Reporter
With the aid of Vice President for
Student Development Rod Shearer,
Tucker's Tavern celebrated its first
anniversary· Saturday night, February 23. "Magic," a local rock
band was hired with money from
Shearer's discretionary _fund, enabling the Tavern to drop the usual
cover charge for the occasion.
Brockman. ·Assistant Bob De·
nyer called the anniversary the
"best r.ight we've had in a year," in
terms of people's enjoyment as well
as beer sales. Vince Tucker, "the
original Mother Tucker" by Denyer' s description, wa11 able to
come back for the gala event.
Tucker, Director of Brockman last
year, started the Tavern iri the
basement of the dorm in 1973.
Originally planned for Brockman
residents, Tucker's has been twice
re-modeled in its one-year history
and·has become quite popular
among area college students.
Originator Vince Tucker was hi·
red away from Xavier at the end of
last school year, but remains in
touch with friends on campus. He
helped with the second renovation
of the Tavern, which was. financed
by the donations of Dr. Link and
several food distributors doing
business with Xavier's Shamrock
Food Service.
Since Vince Tucker's departure,
Denyer has managed the Tavern.

. Dale Henry of the Food .Service and purpose of the Tay~~D::'.-~e
holds the li<i uor license in his somewhat flexible schedule usually
name, makes initial purchases 'of calls for opening on:::}t~~~~y.
beer and snacks·sold at Tucker's;· Wednesday, and Friday. Rocco Sarand pays the studeht bartenders. acina plans different -themes.for
Only 3.2 beer is sold, and student the Wednesday nights, which-nave
workers ·are paid just as cafeteria so far included "Surf music".:and
workers are. ·
·· ·
....... "Beatie music" among.~others.
Denyer stressed in his intervi.ew While the Tavern's profits:for,_each
that the Tavern is on campus fcir week ha~~ often been lost-.b~-the
the benefit and enjoymerii'
cost of hinng .a band each-Fnday,
Xavier students .. Future plans' In· Den~er ho~s it mar breakeven by
elude requirement of college'l.D. having ~1ve m~s~c on!?.onc~ a
card for admission,. so that the moo.th, with pos~1ble vanat~ons 10·
crowd frequenting ·Tucker's will re· clud10g an occasional folk smger.
main suitable to the original plan
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Ask About Our
studeiit-Pilrcit~se Plan.

March 8
• Jamee Brown S.J. - 10:30(or11:30), Terrace Room: Potpourri: Edu·
eating People to.the Use of the Media, and to Shared Responsibility for
Programming.

March 9
• XU ROTC "Schutzenfest." Faculty and Administration go to Range
by invitation. Prizes awarded. Card-playing, volleyball, etc.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Opportunity to learn
Real Estate
In our special student training
Program you can work part time
now, full time later. We will assist
in obtaining your license. For
appointment call 761-5700.

The weekend. And you've got a little time
to spend. Any way you want. Good times
good friends. And Coca._Cola to help
'·
make it great.
· ·
·

!I

.,

It's.the real thing.Coke-

Botlled Ul\Uilf "'" authority of The Coca-Cola Cornpan hy: "The Coca-Cola Bolllin Works c"orn any. Cincinnati".

'
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l"Xavier '74: The Idea Of A Jesuit University
Ignatius' ''Constitution" Provokes
Investigation of Xavier's Ideals

The original Jesuit educational
systemwasclearlynotanendinit·
self - it was, in a sense, only a begmmng. A person who attended a
Jesuit University and completed its
curricula had attained more than
be lacking among inquiry and thought characterize just a degree, or the skill with
often seems
by Greg Holtz
contemporary Catholic educators. an institution with a vision very which to find a job. He was, rather,
President, Alpha Sigma Nu
Some are even beginning to ask: different from the secular ethic. A imparted with a responsibility,
With this issue, the Xavier chap- "what they are in business for." Catholic University must realize with a mission: "preference ought
ter of Alpha Sigma Nu initiates the (Andrew Greeley, "Catholic such and continue to encounter its to be shown to the aid (of) ... uni·
second phase of a year-long study Schools Are Committing Suicide," society with these profound versities which are generally attenof the meaning, vision, and rele- The-New York Times Magazine, trademarks.
deci by numerous persons who by
vance of Catholic and Jesuit edu- October 21, 1973)
being aided themselves can become
With this in mind, what dis- laborer~ fo~ the help of o~hers."
cation. We began our study last No- This problem has not gone unfelt
vember when Fr. George E. Ganss, at Jesuit Universities. The ideals tinguishes Catholic education from (Constitution of the Society of
S.J. visited Xavier and delivered a :a~d vision of St. Ignatius often Cathqlic and Jesuit education? Ca- Jesus.622e) 'l:he educational system
lecture-discussion on "Saint lg~-·~~m to be c~mpr~mised out of fear sual reflection seems to suggest few Ignatius designed was founded to
natius' Idea of a Jesuit Univer~-~-~d misunderstanding. Hard and differences. St. Ignatius of Loyola de"'.elo~ men and wo.men who, by
sity/' With this as a theoretical···fast maxims and catalo~e rhetoric created an educational philosophy their wisdom·~nd. actwn, wol;1ld. acbase,.Alpha Sigma Nu has invited :no -longer realistically address that blended Christian ethic and tually make sigmficant Christian,
Fr. Donald Campion, S.J., editor of themselves to the: challenges and intellectual discipline. The goal of moral~ and.prophetic contributions
America"Magazine to visit Xavier questions facing all Jesuit in- the Society of Jesus was that of to their society.
·
on March 21 and to discuss Jesuit stitutions. It has become very clear aiding "our fellowmen to the know· Today, twenty-eight colleges and
education in a contemporary light. that Catholic and Jesuit education ledge and love of God and the sal- universities choose to call themIn preparation for Fr. Campion's along with the society it has tried vation of their souls." (Constitution selves Jesuit, Xavier being among
visit, the '"next three issues of the · tO serve has become too diverse for of the Society of Jesus, 446) To them. The question underYavier News will feature a'series of simple generalizations. This is not achieve such ends, Ignatius seemed standably arises as to whether
articles by :scholars both on and off . to 8ay our ideals and foundations particularly concerned with train- Jesuit education is actually living
the Xavier ..campus discussing their have necessarily been forsaken. It ing students to the balanced ex- the spirit of St. Ignatius of Loyola
concep~~.ons of Jesuit education. is to say, however, that the need to cellence of all their powers and fac· as set forth in the Constitution of
The e~~ir.e Xavier community is understand what these ideals mean ulties. Strictly vocational or strictly the Society of Jesus. At least on a
urge<f.. ~_read, reflect, and respond and what their implicatiomi sug- monetary sonsiderations were general level, it seems a good deal
to tl;te~e 11~icles.
gest has never been more urgent.· clearly secondary to the thoughtful of the initial missionary spirit, the
An ... investigation of this nature
When an institution opts to term and critical introduction to the initial realization that every aspect
involves .more than strict course itself Catholic, a series of radical widest range of intellectual dis- of the curriculum should blend into
work or .. the number of hours commitments have been made. ciplines and pursuits enabling stu- a truly Christian outlook, has been
needed.to-graduate. It, rather, ad- Foremost is the firm and open de- dents to develop a reasoned Cath- misplaced. How many faculty
dresses .. its. attention to the very sire to intellectually and spiritually o lie outlook on. life. Ignatius,. member~ ~e?ously understand the
meaning, .... foundation, and · im-- live · ·and.to understand what however, was not content to termi- "responsibihty and challenge lgplication; of Catholic education. faith in Jesus Christ. means. This nate his philosophy here. He car- natius places upon them? ("Very
This.is a .problem more acute than faith-mission must logically extend rie_d it one more i~portant step, ere- special care should be ta~en ~~at
is gener~lly realized. Constantly itself to every area of the .in- atm~ an ~u~at1onal system that those who. come to th~ umversitles
. barraged by the thic of a pluralistic stiti.i'tion's life. Religious witness, carried with it a. ~r.ofound chal- of the Soc1et~ to obtam ~no:wledge
society, unity of purpose and ideals moral commitment, and freedom of lenge and responsib1hty;
.
should acquire along with it good

to

and Christian moral habits... The
teachers will take care of this, each
one with his own students."
Constitution of the Society of
Jesus, 481) How many students Un·
derstand their education at Xavier.
as preparation to "leaven" their so·
ciety with Christian, moral leadership? (" ... the Society can extend
itself to undertaking the work of
universities ... that the recipients
may be able to teach with author·
ity elsewhere what they have
learned·well in these universities of
the Society for the glory to God our
Lord." Constitution of the Society
of Jesus 440) Realistically, what expectations motivate students to attend Jesuit Universities? Do they
come with at least a basic understanding of the Ignatian commit.
mentor is the desire to attain a degree and a job primary? Does the
University on aU levels - administration, recruiting, admissions make a conscious effort to proclaim
its vision and ideals or are these
conveniently lost amidst a world of
hard sell?
. These are difficult and ·painful
questions, apt to arouse anger and
in some cases, resentment. But the
fact remains, Xavier University
still opts to call itself Jesuit and
Catholic. And as long as those adjuectives remain, sincere examination and reflection upon application of our ideals must
constantly be forged. Our articles
and a visit by Fr. Campion will not
provide instant solutions to profound problems. But we do hope a
climate will be created .wherein the
entire Xavier University commu·
nity finds the strength and courage
to look hard and deep into itself.

Alpha SigmaNti Officers Ask:Does .XU FosterChristianLife?
.
Th. S ·
h
b
h
k? If th
l bl' olic outlook on life), succeed here?
by Jim Ferrara
..T.h*! .end of the Society and of its
e. ociety OP_ed Y mea~s of ed- eac. wee .
ere is a mora. o 1· Does the core, based on mandatory
,
Pete Corrigan
s~tµiies is the.same: "To aid our fel- ucation to pour m~o the social order ga~1on ~or.the students, w~at is the exposure to the traditions) disT0 '
h d th
f lowmen to the-knowledge and love capable leaders I~ numb~rs large un1vei:si~~ s
correspon~ing re- .ciplines insure liberal results? Are
,tcodmprte' en d 'tse esse.ncet' 0 of God. 11 (Constitution of the Soci- enough to leaven ~t effectively for sponsibibty? How does it attempt
J esu~ e ~ca i~n an i rea1i~a ion ety of Jesus, 446). .
good. (Constitution of the Society to create an atmosphere where not the course with their "tunnel
at the Umvers1ty level, a basic con..
of Jesus 440 622)
moral growth might flourish best? vision" and narrow)y professions).
sideration of lgnatian ideals is nee- ···Is this sense of mission, this
. '
'
.
.
Intervisitation hours?
and vocational emphasis often
essary. This alone is insufficient, i.den!ity, significantly present 1~ it ~on~st .to conte~d tuat t~e
. ,
·
very illiberal? Isn't their ideal prodhowever. To.arrive at a meaningful among the Xavier students and l!mversity ID .its p~rsui.t and mis· Ignatius schools ~aught the stu- uct, as their grading and evalanafysis, we believe it imperative facu!t~? Is the God question a real- sion of education exists 10 8 moral· dents bot~ ~ow to live:and how to uating procedure readily shows,
to pose some leading, if not trou- ity at~ll levels of University struc- free and. value-ne~tral vacuum? make a living. That is, what the the professional academician
bling, questions which speak direc- tures? Does the faculty sense a re- W?en. will ~e reahze that m~ral schools taught op~ned the way for whether it be in History, English,
tly to the Jesuit education offered spo11s~bility f()r iniplementing this principles, issues, and ~uesttons stude'!ts to. receive good e~ploy- or any other "liberal" subject? So
at X'.avier. The educational prin- ~r~p~tive in their ".a.rious and dif- cannot .he ~ompartmentahzed an~ me~t m their era: But Jesuit edu- long as the fifteen or eighteen traci pl'es. as set forth in the fering disciplines? Or do we simply d~a~t with 10 .one or two lower di- cation should tram th.e who/~ per- ditional discipoines are taught in
C nstitution of the Society of Jesus unload the task on a: twelve hour vision courses? How much un- son, as far as possible, to the virtual isolation of one another, libs:rve as departure points for our Theology. Department and a good critical reinforcem~nt of_ traditional balanced ex~ellence of all his pow- eral - and therefore synthetic eduvalues and practices is fostered ers or faculties.
cation - will undoubtedly suffer.
di'.scussion:..
. father-chaplain?
.
and even encouraged by the clas- Since the advent of special- Whence will the mystical synthesis
sroom .expe~ence? How ~any irre- ization, very few· graduates are arise, given the barriers between
spons1ble, intellectual d1lletantes going to be able to simply step departments so staunchly defended
graduate from this Christian Uni- forth with diploma in })and and re· by academicians fighting for the
versity with the impression that a ·ceive favora~le employment posi- "autonomy" of their disciplines?
current moral problem .is only to be tions. What, then, is our re· When will we realize that all aca•found between two book covers and sponsibility? In structuring the demic disciplines are con?evei' extends into our everyday ex· requirements for a major, are we commitantly responsible for en1stence, e.g. the the lettuce in our being truly honest as to what some gendering a "scientifically
salad bowl?
persons may need for graduate reasoned Catholic outJook on life"
Should not a University which school in a specific area, or are we and that the University had a
calls itself Catholic display a high simply making sure that upper di- moral responsibility to its students .
priority concern for the poor and vision courses will be attended in to stimuJate such an integration? .. ·
outcast of this world? What im- sufficient numbers? How does preplications are to be drawn from a professional training speak to the The professors should strive to take
Catholic University that doesn't of- whole person? Is there anything a personal interest in the infer one course in any of the which educates the whole person? tellectual and spiritual progress of
Church's social encycJicals or What effort is made to assure a stu· their students. (Constitution of the
teaching? What is the ne!gh· dent's development on all levels - Society of Jesua 481)
borhood commitment of a Univer- other than grinding him through
Is our present Core Structure
. sity which is located in the midst of some arbitrary core curriculum? If, nothing more than an adminis·
an urban settfug teeming with so- a certain student is very strong in trative device - a sad excuse for
cial problems? In what way is a some areas but deficient .in others, mass counselling? How personal
Jesuit graduate to act as leaven in what action is taken to ''balance" an interest can the Core take? How
WE1LL HELP YOU FIND
society? Is this tantamount to be- his achievements, or bring together much attention is given to indiTHE DIAMOND YOU'LL FLIP
ing merely a responsible citizen? the different disciplines into a co- vidual pace, rhythm, or choice?
Or are we, as Jesuit graduates, ex· · herent unity? Is there anywhere a How many professors are truly inThere are all kinda·of.dlamonds.
pected to have an ability to analyze final concern for the whole and to- terested in their student's total
Some right, some wrong for you. We'll help
and influence the forces at work in tal person or do we simply look to development?
·
you find the diamond you'll flip for • , •
the community in some way differ- see that he has jumped through all
love for ita brilliance, admire for ita fire.
ent from the typical graduate of a the appropriate hoops?
These two articles have reflected
One diamond is waiting, ao perfect for your
secular institution?
The branches of study should be so the opinions of the officers of Alpurse and personality, It could never
Jesuit education should train the integrated that each makes its con- pha Sigma Nu. Next week the sebelong to another.
student to both intellectual and tribution towards a scientifically ries will · continue with con·moral or spiritual excellence. (Con- reasoned Catholic outlook on life. tributions from the faculty and
STUDENT
20% DISCOUNT
CHARGE
stitution of the Society of Jesus, (Constitution of the Society of administrators at Xavi..:.'e-'r._..,.. _ _
TO ALL
ACCOUNTS
.• XAVIER
481)
'
Jesus 446-452)
AUTO INSURANCE
INVITED
STUDENTS
There is no question about inMany at the University would
DISCOUNTED
tellectual excellence - but how trot out the Core Curriculum as
DOWNTOWN, 605 RACE 621-0704
Complete
does one encourage moral ex- Xavier's answer to this educational
SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER 731-1800
Insurance Service
cellence? By the number of the· ideal. But does the core-curriculum,
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA 661-6911
ology courses attended? Or the with its goal of liberal education
JOHN BAUER
....._ ASSOC. _.
number of masses and devotions (or a scientifically reasoned CAth732-1716
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Recruitment: Clear Th.e Air
The latest Administrative efforts to dodge any
open discussion of facts and circumstances concerning
Xavier's faltering recruitment program comes as a disappointment. It now seems as though de.finitive answers to some hard questions will come only when the
Xavier administrators believe the time is. appropriate.
Unfortunately, that opportune moment may arrive
when the patient needs a post mortem and the Xavier
undergraduate day student is extind.
Xavier Administrators must first realize that the individuals who have voiced their desire to know how the
University's recruitment efforts might be strengthened, operate from a genuine concern for the University, not from a psychological imbalance. Faculty
and students stand to lose a great deal if the present
enrollment figures do not toke a dramati~ upswing in
the near future. Faculty members conceivably could be
teaching empty classrooms and a numerical! smaller student body could be asked to bear greater financial
burden. There is a lot at stoke.
It should also be noted that open and frank discussion could reveal that Xavier's recruitment program,
headed by Rev. Ed.ward J. O'Brien, S.J., is doing th'e
best it can considering the operating budget and the
current college market among high school seniors. Withoqt. a doubt, Fr. O'Brien himself is seriously considering
new ways to overcome the obstacles which have prevented a 100% successful recruitment effort. A study
may reveal that more money, personnel, and a more

calling spree and it was obvious that more rumors, hearsay, and inuendo were brought to the meeting rather
than documented information and open minds. This
However, the blame for the current dilemma the pattern will repeat itself again and again until pertient
Uni_versity now faces, must be placed ·squarely upon and undisputed fcicts are made known concerning the .
the shoulders of the. University admi~istratio~. The sit· ·recruitment program.
The fact of the matter is that the current decline in
uotion with regard to next year's freshman class is such
prospective
Xavier students for the class of ·'78 conthat it is providing a great deal of anxious concern at
all levels of the University. There is little Xavier's upper" tinues to be the hottest grapevine topic among the facechelon con do in February, 1973 to resolve a problem ulfy. So long as the administration withstar:u~;_·~fforts
that has reared its ugly head many times in the past. to bring ·factual information to the surfac~, .the disThe crisis is in the hands of the recruiters who- hope to . cussion of enrollment will remain on the level. of .hearsay. That, certainly is the least desirable situation for
turn the situation around very quickly.
faculty··
members ·to be in. For the present,· however,
The Executive Committee of the University Senate
the
question
is muted as everyone, hoping for the best,
meeting in response to a request to analyze Xavier's.
ponders
the
siz~
of next year's Freshman class ...
recruitment policies, reached a consensus (or was asked
favorable climate for recr_uitment in the high schools
are needed to put the skids .on the sliding enrollment
figures.

to do so) that the height of the recruitment season was
not conducive to a thorough· review of the recruitment
program. The Senate Committee was well advised. Recruiters are at a critical point in attempting to fill next
year's Freshman class and to pull them off the road
before a Senate Committee would be detrimental to
the groundwork laid thus for.
Howeyer, this is not the first time that the issue has
been placed in the !ap of the Senate. Leist year, the
Senate opened. up its meeting for discussion of recruitment policies. What ensued was an exercise in
frustration. The discussion degenerated into a name-

It is unfortunate tha,t a crisis situation must·-arise before serious thought is given to a solution by tlie Xavier
administration. There is, however, a lesson to be
learned from the present situation: nothing•..is to be
gained by being less than candid on an issu.e of such
critical importanc~ to the Univei'sity as recruitr?e_n~..
It is urged that as soon as possible the air be clea.red
on this matter once and for all. Rational- decisions
bearing ·on a planned deliberate course of action for
the future direction of the University cari o'nly be
reached with a full· and candidi disclosure of. all information available.
· ., ... W.L.A.

--Letters--------------------------~.....;..--------~-----------------------------Dear Editor:

Student Likes Salad, Dislikes Boycott

Tonight (Thursday, Feb. 21 ), the cafeteria began its
semi-annual parade of social conscience popularly
known as the lettuce boycott. I differ with the thinking
that produces these boycotts on three grounds:
1. I like salads.
2. I question the right of the University, Shamrock
Foods, or the Student Senate, to suspend any portion
of the food service without permission of the paying
students or a partial refund of board charge. I would
not be at all surprised if this boycott was a prosectuoble breach of contract. In any event, as a 19meal customer, I om forking over (no pun intended)
somewhere in the neighborhood of $365 per semester,
much of which is intended to provide me with ade·
quote, balanced nutrition. Since raw vegetables are seldom available, sudden deletion of salad from the
menu seriously compromises that nutrition. Nutritional
considerations aside, does the Food Service have the
right to voluntarily exclude on item from the menu for
"moral considerations" without approval-by-ballot of
the boo~d stud~nts? While the board contract uridoubt~dly grants Shamrock the right to suspend serving
of any food it cannot obtain due· to shortages, it
doesn't stipulate that Shamrock can decide to serve only
ONE type of a given food -- in this case union lettuce - and plead shortages! Even if there is a shortage of certified UFW lettuce, there's no shortage of
scab lettuce. I'd be fascinated to see a study of the
legality of this boycott by a good lawyer.
·
3. Even if Shamrock hod the right to boycott, I question that the United Form Workers is a cause whose support shows. social conscience, humanitarian concern,
Christion commitment, or any of the other Zenoisms
which whiz around the campus whenever the boycott is
mentioned. Most of the pro-boycott people probably
feel Chavez' little union is helping the "wetbacks,". the
migrant workers whose plight is dutifully recorded in
the media. The facts show this is not true. Many of
these workers "migrott:" from Mexico without visas and
work in this country illegal!;· They con hardly join a
union. How con you engage; i11 collective bargaining
for work you can't even admit )''JU do? Chavez can't·
improve the lot of the illegally-entering wetbacks, at
least not legally. The remainder of the migrant workers, those who legally live in thi~ country, ore certainly

as poor as their visal~ss brethren. They have no homes,
no savings, no income: therefore THEY CAN'T JOIN
THE UFW EITHER! The facts reveal that the United
Farm Workers hos unusually strict qualifications . for
union membership. In ·cold fact, most of this ldtter
group of underprivileged workers does not qualify
for UFW membership - and therefore -UFW benefits - by virture of having no permanent address, no
birth certificate, no social security number, or even no
·money to pay union dues. Cesar Ch~vez has earned a
4.0 in Public Relations: he has succeeded in getting a
majority of us to· believe that his union will bring relieve the plight of a group who; for any of five or
sl.x legal reasons, cannot qualify for that relief.
Read some UFW literature sometime. At no time will it
state that the UFW can help these most-underprivileged
workers, although you can be sure it will show· up their
plight, creating the impression, BUT NOTHING MORE,
that these poor souls ore the ones that UFW will help. It
would b.e like a Teamsters pamphlet showing the plight
of on underpaid mail carrier - they both drive a
· truck, but the connection ends there.

'.·:

cause·in any business except agriculture, such a tactic is
considered tremendously unethical and it's illegal as
hell. If the head of the Steelworkers' Union . made
such a statement, i.t'd be a race to see who'd break the
strike first - the U.S. Attorney in the crimin~I .courts,
General Motors in the civil courts, or other unions in the
picke_t lines. Yet Chavez can propose such an ·unethical
action and nobody complain~.
In short, the UFW campaign is uneth.ical and· Clown-·
right deceptive in .both itS tactics and its publicity. Sham·
rock has no business. boosting such an enterpr:iie.,_~ven
though the Student Senate (How did THEY get into tllis?)
may demand that Shamrock join the .boycott. ·No matter
what else participation in the boycott may b~:~Jji~--~er
tainly not social conscience, humanitarian ·concern,. or
CHristian commitment. If the perpetrators of thei ~oy
cott seriously believe that their cause exemplifies any
of those qualities, I que.stion either the clarity o.f their
thinking or the quality of information upon which they
···· .. ··
think.

I hope this letter has clarified, the exceptions rand
many other students toke to the advisability, lega.lity,
If the illegal migrants are beyond UFW help, and morality, and general logicality of the famous lettuce
the poorest of the ·legal migronts as well, who is left? boycott.·
Sincerely,
Where dkes one find this elite which qualifies to parFlynn
Thomas
take of union ·benefits? In permanent homes,. earning
a living, which though low, is still enough to cover union
dues. Chavez can't help the real hardcore cases, since
they couldn't join a union. The REAL UFW people - the
ones that stay low behind the gaudy pictures of starTo the Editor:
ving wetbacks - are about as underprivileged as your
The
Xavier News
average janitor. These farm-workers are underpaid,
perhaps, but these true UFW people hardly justify the
I would like to thank publicly Mr. John Polito, Senior
flurry of public sympathy that has been attached to Class President, and the other members of the Senior
the Chavez cause.
Cl_ass who demonstrated initiative and responsibility in
the
actions which they took at the U.C. game last week.
Even if Chavez' aims - or those attributed to him
When
a few thoughtless students bega·n shouting· pro·
- were true, I question the morality of a boycott on
lettuce. In economic terms, such a tactic is called a "sec- fanities, these seniors reminded their fellow students
ondary boycott," a trick so dirty that it's illegal in any of what they represent and the fact that their actions
industry except agriculture. When Chavez or his sup- reflect on Xavier University.

Seniors Earn Pra.ise

porters tell you not to buy scab lettuce, or Gallo wine, or
Without doubt, the Senior Class of 1974 is one of
any other product scab labor touches, it's the same thing the finest ever_ in Xavier's history. Xavier will be losing
as a steelworkers' spokesman telling you not to buy some of'its most _outstanding student leaders when this
Chevrolets during a steel strike because they're made class graduates.
Roderick C. Shearer
of steel. Why don't you ever hear such a thing? BeVice President and Deon
· for Student Development
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XU .Counseling· Center.Performs
Vital Services.For Community
·

by Carol Jacober ·
.
·
News Reporter
time under-graduate student body for large companies .and are in··
Xavier students have at their dis· has sought their services in one volved in screening programs for
posal 11 competent team of special· area or another. The adequacy of these companies.
ists involved at the X.U. Coun· the program is shown in that this The total staff consists of 10 psy·
seling Center at the corner of figure falls right in line with sim· chologists and 1 psychiatrist. Not
Winding Way and Dana Avenue. ilar estimates·from college:cam· all of them are involved with stuThe center doesn't receive a great puses across the country.
dent counseling, however. The. cendeal of publicity, but its staff is Although the center is equipped ter actually serves a dual purpose
comprised of somE: very noteworthy to handle a wide variety of prob- - that of counseling center for
psychologists, and 'its testing, lems, students seeking services fall Xavier students, faculty, and staff,
counseling', and vocational guid· foto two maiii- categories - those and that of providing psyance services are free to full-time seeking vocational guidance, and chological services for the .surundergraduate students (except for those seeking advice on personal rounding community. The center is
a $5.00 test materials' replacement matters. About 50% of the students actually a clinic iii this respect,
charge).
. fall into each category. Psy: even though it falls under the juThe center is equipped to handle chologists at the center deal with risdiction of Xavier's Psychology
behavioral probiems such as choice the whole gamut of personal prob- department. But the main concern
of studies and emmployment · dif· )ems, everything from a temporary of the staff, soine of whom also
ficulties in reading,. and ' un· crisis such as a fight with a girl- maintain private practices on a
· satisfactory living situations. Tests· friend, to. a severe depression or limited basis, is that of the Xavier
... ·are available to determine aptitude, psychosis.
community.. ·
interest, and abilities. PsyDr. Hellkamp explains that his. The staff members often fulfill
: c.h~~~gical testing, vocational guid- staff falls into three main catego- more than one obligation, and their
.. ance, psychbtric evaluation, psy· ries: clinical, counseling, and in- duties change from one semester to
ch.otherapy, and -personal dustrial psychologists. Personal the next. This semester those availcounseling are the main services of problems are dealt with by the able for student counseling specifi·
the center.
.
" counselors, and- the industrial psy- cally, include Dr. David T. Hell·
·Dr. ·David T. H~llkamp, Director chologists concern themselves with kamp, Dr. Walter Clarke, Dr. Earl
.. of the Counseling Center, describes vocational guidance. The in- Kronenberger, Dr. Ruth Gross (a
it as performing a "Vital service to dustrial psychologists can be ofim· new ·member of the staff), Dr. Do·
· · the Xavier community" and es; mense help to students unsure nald Cosgrove, Dr. Gerald Qua·
timates that, over the last several about their suitability for a certain tman, Fr. Dan Foley S.J., and Dr.
·years, about 10% of Xavier's full· career, as many of them also work Charles Feuss (staff Psychiatrist).

--.:.·-_Kay Di.rec.ts _University Players'
·- ·_:Production of Inge's ''B.us s·top"
The Xavier University Players
. Press Release
Life without love is lonely. This
is the philosophy of William Inge's
Bus Stop, which the Xavier Univer.sity Players will p~esent March 1
2, 3, 8, 9 and 10 at 8:00 P.M. in th~
University Center Theatre, under
the direction of Ms. Barbara Kay of
Edgecliff College.
1lus-Stop, p1oduced on Broadway·
in 1955, is just. one of the plays to
Inge's credit. He also wrote Come
Back, Little Sheba, The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs, and Picnic, for
which he won the .Pulitzer prize
and the Drama Critic's Award in
1953.
. ..
Set in a bus stop diner near
Wichita, Kansas, the story revolves
·around'the passengers of a snow:
bound bus and the people concerned with the diner itself.

·

News photo by T. Petre

Dr. David T. Hellkamp

Letter
pear Editor:
Perhaps you hove heard this request many times be·
fore. Or maybe you've seen notices to this effect
and not paid much attention at all. But please read on
· - we might even be able to help each other.
It is your responsibility to provide an interesting social
life for yourself here at Xavier. No one hos on
obligation to provide you with entertainment; in the post
certain individuals have tried to present a well-balanced
program representing social, cultural, and academic 'in·
terests. But without your criticisms, your input, your time,
your aid, and your participation even the best prepared
and carefully thought-out events and plans come off
emptY and disappointing.
Thus, the message: the Social Committee is about to
massively re-organize, hoping to draw in new person·
nel, new approaches, and new ideas for on interesting
social program. We have many objectives, including the
planning of next year's activities, and the successful
handling of some promising events this semester such
as Spring Weekend, the Censorship Symposium, concerts, mixers, films, etc. Management and planning require o tremendous amount of time, energy: the result
will be a much more enjoyable University. Is it worth it?

.. .. ~lt.J:i.C?ugh ..there is no "maior" Doug Wernet, right, plays the role ot "Bo" and Patty Hoffman,
.. (Continued on page 7)
left, plays the part of"Cherie" at the X.U. Players rehearse for
I
Bus Stop. X.U. students are admitted to the play free of charge.

.,.__ LIVE • ON. STAGE f .__......_

If you hove some extra time, some ideas you were
wondering about, artistic talent, a way with people,
complaints about post programming, suggestions for
the future, or if you ore just interested, please stop in
the Student Government Office Friday Morch 1st at
2:00 p.m. for a general meeting. Your participation
will go a long way in making Xavier o better place to
be .
The Social Committee
Xavier Student Government
Jim Moroney, Choirm~n
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YES! CONCERT

THEATRICAL MIRACLE" Time Magazine
One Week OnlJ l11i11nin1

MON. MAR. 4 Thru SAT. MAR. 9
En1. It 1:30: 1111. •••· ••• Sat•.•t 2

50o/o DISCOUNT

On· All Seats For Gr9ups of 20 Or More,
Monday Thru Thurs.·Mar.4·7 For Information Call, Patti 241-1230.
·

MAIL ORDERS NOW!
: Prlo11 l Performanc11
Mon. thru Thurs, Eves.
FrldaJ I Saturday Evts.
Wed. a Sat. M.atln111
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$6.00 $5.50 U.oo, S4.00, S2.SO
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Check your local
radio listings
for time
· and station.
Tune in,
drink Bude~
have fun!
ANH,USEll·IUSCtt, INC. • ST. LOUIS

Yes,,the familiar,
progressive English rock
group will be at the Cindnnati
Gardens, 'Sunday evening
March 3, 11t 7:30 P.M. The
band, comprised of Jon Anderson (vocals), Chris Squire
(bass), Steve Howe (guitars),
Allan White (drums), and Rick
Wakeman (keyLoards), is
presently on their fifth swing
through the United States.
The concert, will consist of a
· preliminary treatment of past
favorites of the group. Following this, Yes, will unveil a
live performance of .what they
consider a landmark for them,
their new album, "Tales From
the Topographic Ocean."
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UC And Dayton Clobber The Muskie Cager$:
by Mike McCaffrey
Sports Rei)orter

,

team once again brought. their Donald Smith, the Dayton All·
strong point to bear on UC, as the American candidate, put in .his
free through percent was brought usual good performance and with
The Xavier University Muskies up to a respectable .833. Xavier out· 10 minutes left in the game coach
played their two greatest rivals last scored Cincy 39-38 in the second Donoher felt confident enough to
week: In both decisions the Musk· half, but the first half still blew take him out. Freshman Johriy
ies had to bow and take a hard Xavier out of the game with the fi. Davis put in a great performance '
swallow of pride.
nal score being 68-56.
of ball control and also tied teamFirst came.the "biggest" game in Just three days later up in mate Mike Sylvester with 24 points
any Xavier schedule - the Univer-. Dayton the Muskies ran into more for the game high.
sity of Cincinnati Bearcats, in a trouble than they have had all sea, Pete Acceta .was high scorer for
game for the "Queen City" title. Al- son. It seemed like nothing clicked. XU with 14 pciints. Pete also had 6
though the Bearcats handled XU In fact it took Xavier three minutes rebounds as dld Mike Plunket. For
with relative ease, they didn't play to put even one point on the board, the first time this season Coach
compared to Dayton's 8. At 8:40 Baker started freshman Stan
their best game either.
Xavier was able to slow down the into the first half the score was 17- McCoy at guard. The former Loveq uicker Cats, but in the all-im- 15 in favor of the Flyers, and this land star put in a credible perportant 1st half the Muskies field was the closest our Muskies were to formance of hustle and desire under much pressure.
goal percentage was a dismal .304 get the rest of the night.
and their free throw percent was a The Xavier guards just weren't Standing in the locker room after
disasterous .231. If Xavier had .working the ball into our big men, the games, Coach Baker was dismade just half the free throws they and even if they could put a play appointed in the 86-55 loss to say
missed it would have been "a together finding the basket could the least. He admitted that his .
.
NewephotobyP.'_SilY.reii"
game," the team only making 3 out only be done by putting out a drag- team had not played up to their po- Xavier's Jerry Foley battle Bearcats Mike Franklin in action: at
of 13. UC wasn't that hot either, net. Of course it wasn't due to bad tential but didn't want to take any- the Cincinnati Gardens. X.U. Jost to U.C. 68-56.
getting only .375 from the floor in shooting alone that we lost. The te- thing away from the Flyers saying formance that Sylvester put in, hi- but we weren't doing much t~ k~~p
the first half. The score at the end nacious Dayton defense didn't give "Dayton played exceptionally tting 11 out of 11 field goals Baker him from having a good night."·
of the half being 30:17 in favor of the Muskies much to work with.
well.". About the standout per- said, "he had an exceptional night,
the Cats.
The second half was a different
story for both teams. Although the
13 point deficit for the Muskies at
the· half proved insurmountable,
XU owned the second half by a
small margin. The Muskies field
goal mark came to .531, while the
Bearcats could only muster .400
from the floor. And the Xavier
_,,

,-r;.

Veterans.

XU Shooters
Set Records
The Xavier University Varsity
Rifle Team travelled to West Virginia University in Morgantown
last Friday and Saturday to participate in the National Rifle Association Sectional Tournaments. Although first place fell to West
Virginia, with Xavier finishing last
in a field of five, two members of
the Rifle Team set all-time Xavier
records for International targets.
Tom Kelly, President of the Rifle
Club and a Senior Marketing Major, shot a 558 out of a possible 600
in International targets.
Another all-time Xavier record
was set by Sophomore Economics
Major Chris Smith, who shot a 291
out of a possible 300 with Conventional targets.
The International targets differ
from Conventional targets in that
the International targets have ten
rings as opposed to five in the Conventional, although both targets
are the same size. Thus, shooting
on International targets generally
results in lower scores.
Senior Pat Nutini also shot a personal all-time high by shooting for
a 266 average on International
targets.
Despite such fine shooting from
three of its four representatives, the
overall standing of the team was
hurt by the absence of two of the
team's best shooters. Still, this recent fine shooting stimulates more
hope that the Xavier Rifle Team
will someday become a varsity
sport.
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McCafferty, Sees Bright Future
, . by Mike MeCaffrey
Featurem Reporter
JimMcCafferty has been a mem·
her of the Xavier community for
over 17 years. Thot:e years have
met both ends of the spectrum:
good and bad. There were his winning years as a coach and the na·
tional championships he brought
hom·e. But there was also the decline in athletics at Xavier, ex·
emplified with the recent decision
to drop football.
But in all the time Mr. McCaffety
ha11 spent at the University, he has
remained loyal to this school ·and
all of the people associated with it.
in his present capacity as Athletic
Director, Mr. McCafferty has con·
trol over the administration of the
Athletic Department. This job en·
tails, among other things, pre'.
· . b u d get s, h'inng
. of personparmg
nel, and a general representation of
.

·
the University with other schools
in the country.
.
·He is well known in the rest of
the nation as one of the finest ath·
letic director'!" at work. It's a little
kno~ fact that in the .scheduling
of athletic events, McCafferty has
lined-up Xavier games because of
his personal reputation when other
schools didn't want to play us because of our recent poor records.
The first day he came to work
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down South he was ready for
Xavier and brought home the NIT
championship his first year here.
When as ked why h e h as stayed
so long in just two schools, Mr;
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Take us up.

off~

There's a place for you on
Piedmont. For.a weekend.of
fun, a game out of towri,
quick trip home, whateverthere's a Piedmont jet or
propjet flight to fit your ·
plans. With personal, ·
thoughtful service always.
Piedmont-serving over 75
cities including Chicago,
New York, Washington,
Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis. .
Call us, or your travel age1#~:
We've got a place for you. .........
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Piedmont···:.
Airlines··-.
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FO'r Aihietic·s··

McCafferty says, "I'm not one to and learn to live without it. "I is bright."
move around ... it's generally ac· think they will bring in other A final note that Mr McCafferty
cepted tliat a coach move ~om one sports," McCafferty says.
was sure to bring out. was his ad.
school to another, from. ass~stant to· As for basketball he thinks that miration for the XU students
head coach t? At~l~tic Di~cto~." "Coach Baker has all the capa· "they are very spirited, attendan~
~ut t~e AD hkes .1t here .1n ~ID· bilities to bring it back ... there is a is good at the games and they folcmn~tl and at Xavie~. In his mmd lot more to improve, but the future low the teams very well."
workmg for the Jesuit fathers here
·
at Xavier and as he did for years at
Loyol~ is something special. "I
guess it goes back to Ireland when
hthey (JesMuicCts) fwere missionaries,"
e says.
a ferty comes from a
religious immigrant Irish family.
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1s 1fe the Jesuits got
News Editor
The current U.S. economic di.
hold on him in his college days,
lemma was defined by Dr. Bailand have had him ever since.
stones as "stagflation," a situation
·
In an inter.view with the Xavier in which the conomy experiences a
The Muskie AD finds himself at News, Dr. Thomas Hailstones, Eco· stagnant growth rate 88 well as an
home promoting athletics at Xavier nomist and Dean of the College of unusually high degree of inflation.
bec~use there has been a traditio~ Business Administration, exHe expounded, "Unfortunately,
ofh good
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at
othertteJesuit
ed a bel'1ef th at th e Amencan
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years, regain its former vitality.
7%." Statistics bear Hailstones out.
goes
e esu1.rt's ms1s
ance
on building a strong body, as well .D~. Hailstones qualified.his pre- From December, 1972 through Deas mind and spirit. "The body is ~1chof!, however, by statmg that cember, 1973 the average worker
taken care of through athletics Amencans must grow accustomed had a. $10.55 increase in his payand a lot of the spirit too" say~ to economizing," and further stipu- check, but only a $.69 increase in
McCafferty. "St. lgnati~s (the lated that the United States must actual purchasing power. In the
founder Jesuits) himself was a now come to grips with the same meantime unemployment for Jantrack and field highjumper."
problem that confronts most other uary averaged 5.2% and continues
nations - shortages.
to rise. Nevertheless, according to
, d .. · to 't
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qui coH ·1 to
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aching in 1963 and go on full time According to Professor Hail· 81 s nes,
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e
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to
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all
of
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in the AD's chair was prompted he stones, a s Iowdown in the nation's tim ,,
says "quite frankly because a lot of economic growth was forecast for
e.
people didn't think I was doing my 1974 with only a 2.2% increase in
In spite of the current difficulties,
job right." In that final year of co- the GNP. However, the severity of Dr. Hailstones predicted that the
aching McCafferty was acting as the energy crisis caused a revision long-run outlook is good With growhead coach and also AD. But he in the forecast; the revised outlook ing opportunities and a growth in
still managed to bring home the now points to a zero economic the real output for the U.S.
National Catholic Invitational growth rate and a pinnacle of 6% economy.
Toumame~t title for.Xavier and at
the same time becommg the second
w.inningest· coach in the schools
history.
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r.ause it couldn't pay its way. And character, most of the action ~s cen· cant part of the theme of Bus Stop.
now Mr. McCafferty sees a major. tered upon the conflict between Bo The bus represents a means toward
·part of his work in putting athlet- Decker, a. cowbo?' from M~ntana, or away from something, while the
ics back on a paying basis. The AD and ~~eri~, a m~htcl~b Chan· .stop is the place where each charfeels a "great loss ... I was at Loy- teuse. Their relationship seems to acter evaluates his or her idea of
ola when they dropped football. It be one of conventional morality in life and love.
'll
te
·
rt t · 'd th t reve.f!le. After a very short "affair,"
·
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a Bo. tries to force Chen'e into mar· For ticket mformatton contact
is hard to fill, especially with the
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at Loyola, the University will go on with the play's total explanation of 3939. Group rates are available
Jove.
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Hails t 0 n es Predicts
.Econom1· c Turnabout

Kay Directs University Players'
Production of Inge's ''Bus Stop"

Curtis Enterprises_ and New Era Records
present

/prlng Get Away
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDEDI ENTER NOWI
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7,
8.
9.

Five, sunfilled <1iys - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FL9RIDAI
First-Class. round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Puuy Cat"!
Dinner far two at the 'Windjammer"
Dinner .for two at "Pier 86" - the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue A!LANTICI
$100.00 credit account in your name at ''She" - the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a weekl
$60.00 credit account in your name at "The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours clubl
$100.00 cash ,.... to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes
Thr• days, two nights at HolidaY Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.
.Round trip trans~ion (from_ winner's location).
·
3. · Dln,.r for two at "The Win41mmer."
4.
$26.00 cr8dit _.:count In yol.ir name at ''She."
5. .$26.00 cash - to spend, 11 you please.

1.
· 2.

1,000 Thircl Prizes.
1.

pag~_7

Any one stereo LP or 8 trac:k tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS

1. Contest open onlv lo bonafide students of an ICCrlld!tlld college or. university.
.
2. Wmners will be selected by the W.A. Wilholt Corp0r1tion. an indetlendlnl judging
organization. Winners will be selected 11 random and the deci1ion of the judgn will be·
final. A list of all winners will be available up0n written reque1110 N- Ere R-dl.
3. To register. print information in spaces provided on coupon.-+
4. Encloae 11.00 for proce11ing and handling. Remit by check or pollel money order only
PAYABLE TO: "'NEW ERA RECORDl·CEI.""
5. Mail your registration to:
NEW ERA RECORDS
SUITE 217 DEPT. 20
3177 PEACHTREE ROAD N.E.
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30305
6. Entries must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN March 8th, 1974.

"I certify. that I am a student a t - - - - - - - - - - cn1me of ICllOOI)

Citv---------State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
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Bowling Season Is "Commendable"
Larry Sheehe
.
·
After a four-week layoff, the
~a~ier Bowling Team res~med activ~ty !~st weekend at Wittenberg
University.
In the first series the Muskies
battled Ohio State, the second
place team in Xavier's division.
Xavier won the first game with
J ohn Schuler (185) and Dennis
Givliano (184) leading the way.
However, eve.n Allen Bizub's 196
points weren't enough as Xavier
dropp!)d th~ second game.
Bizub (186) and Steve Hessler
(176) paced the Muskies in the
third game, but Xavier fell short
again as the Buckeye's came
through with their best effort of the
day.
The afternoon rounds got underway with Xavier opposing the U.C.
Bear·cats.
Led by John Schuler's 221, the
Muskies suffered a narrow defeat.
It was an especially disappointing
loss as it was probably Xavier's
best team effort of the day.
The league-leading Bearcats aiso
swept the second game with two of
their bowlers registering 204's.
The Musketeers rebounded and
took the third game on the strength
of Al Bizub (197). and Dennis
Givliano (194).
The Muskies were not competing
at full strength this weekend
though. Rick Kile, one of the team
leaders, had to bowl with an injured bowling hand and was not at
peak form. His lack of effectiveness
was sorely evident.
With only one week of competition remaining, Xavier is sitting in an uncomfortable seventh
place. Coach Larry Clements, in

bowling."
...
"Bowling," says Clements, 1s
the number one (participatory)
sport in the country and more and
more schools are fielding teams.
We already have people asking
how they can try out for the team
next year and how many teams we
are going to have, etc."
"There is mor~ interest on campus for bowling than most peop~e
think. I'm sure that our team ·1s
going to get stronger all the time
and I think the.bowlers should get
more recognition on campus," coneluded Clements.

·x.u. Rifle Team (left to right)
Chris Smith, Tom Kelly, Pat Putini, Ron Griefe.
Quiz answers:
1. A. New Yo,:-k Knickerbockers
2. A. e) Steve Thomas
3. A. True
4. A. b) Elvin Hayes

NIGHT
ROCK

5. A. 1963-64

6. A. Cowens-Florida State
Unseld-Louisville
Reed-Grambling
Erving-Massachusetts
Archib!lld-Texas El Paso
7. ·A. Bill Sharmin of the Los
A~geles Lakers
8. A. Frank Selvy
9. A. Texas
10. A. c) Oscar Robertson.

Progressive Music .·
Mon. - Fri.
10:00 p.m. to·
Midnight

FM91.7WVXU

Vou'll like

.. .
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•

assessing the season, feels that ?is
team has done a commendable Job
considering the conditions under
which they are forced to compete.
According to Clements, Xavier is
the only school in its league that
does not have its own Ian.es and
that this is the single most decisive
factor as to how the team fares.
The· elevation of bowling to a
~arsity sport would be a big help in
the opinion of Clements. "Mcist
schools give the team free bowling
and we don't have the lanes to do
this or the· money to send them to
outside lanesJo .work on their
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TheWVXU-FM
Theatre of Sound
STRIKES AGAIN
with

"PIPE L YIN'"
America's first
comedy about the
Alaskan pipe line.
Tonight 8:10 p.m.

FM9i.7 WVXU

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

Real beer flavor that only comes from spring-pure. water.

Burg er...the beer you

con stay with ••...
the beer you· want to ·stay with!

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474 or 477.5493
Our r1111rch 1111terl1l l11old for
re111rch 11111unc1 only.

The Burger Brewing company, Cincinnati, Ohio
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